
Eco Flow CLASSIC
Intermediate Self Polishing Antifouling Paint

CDP Hybrid

DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Type Composed of water soluble rosin and rosinates modified resins

Color Rosso .301 Blu Scuro. 302 Blu Notte .309 Bianco .304 Azzurro .306 Nero .303 Grigio .505

Aspect Matt

Density 1.55  g/cm3 Blu Notte .309 Bianco .304 Azzurro .306 Nero .303 Grigio .505

Density 1.72  g/cm4 Rosso .301Blu Scuro. 

Solid Content (%) 69% Volume Blu Notte .309 Bianco .304 Azzurro .306 Nero .303 Grigio .505

Solid Content (%) 65% Volume Rosso .301Blu Scuro. 

Mix ratio NA (one pack)

Performance ~12.0 mq/lt 100 mic. Minimum each season

Aluminum compatibility Solo nei colori: 309 Bianco .304 Azzurro .303 Grigio .505

ALTRE INFORMAZIONI

Thinner Thinning/Cleaning - ACEslove/Eposolve SAFE

Shelf Life 2 years

NOTE

DRYING INFORMATION

5°C 15°C 23°C 35°C

Touch Dry 15 min 15 min 10 min 5 min

Immersion 2 d 24 h 12 h 8 h

NOTES

Important

Drying rate

TYPICAL APPLICATION

Product Name

Steel Aluminum 10°C 20°C

Over existing antifoulings

1- Eco Flow CLASSIC 150 150 12h - no limit 8h - no limit

Over existing antifoulings

1- YACHT PRIMER 100 100 12h min. 8h - no limit

2- Eco Flow CLASSIC 150 150 12h min. 8h - no limit

Over blasted surfaces

1- Ballast FIRST 150 150 8h - 48h 4h - 36h

2- YACHT PRIMER 100 100 12h - no limit 8h - no limit

3- Eco Flow CLASSIC 150 150 12h - no limit 8h - no limit

APPLICATION METHOD

Tool

Yes Yes Yes No

Dilution 10% 10% 15%-10% -

Tip 19"-23"

Preparation

Suggestions Mixing

Cleaning and Thinning: Eposolve SAFE/ACEsolve

Important

Compatibility/Substrates

Eco Flow CLASSIC is a TBT free antifouling. The CDP hybrid technology is based on cuprous oxide and other booster biocides totally approved by IMO. It is used 

on ships that do not exceed 35 knots in any type of water. Eco Flow CLASSIC has been designed for heavy duty marine vessels that need to perform even in harsh 

environments. Eco Flow CLASSIC is the the most recognised and efficient antifouling that balances antifouling and durability performances. The expected Span life 

of Eco Flow CLASSIC is 36 months.

White colour turns from tipycal white colour (RAL9010) to white-grey colour (RAL9002) just after 36 and within 72 hours of air exposure due to 

NEO Flow can be applied over existing compatible antifoulings. When the existing antifouling paint is not 

known refere to SAFE Marine technical support for advice.For hand tooling application use ACE solve thinner up to 25% and always in accordance with local 

regulations.

Thickness Re-Coating Time

OVER EXISTING ANTIFOULINGS: Remove detaching paint end any trace of contamination before

application.

OVER BLASTED SURFACES: Follow appropriate painting scheme suggested by SAFE Marine

Stirr well deposits at bottom of drums before application. 

Do not use on existing antifouling paints if in bad conditions. Do not apply on soft existing coatings. Apply

directly on aluminum only for white, grey and light blue colors.



Limitations

Minimum Dry film Thickness per coat 50 microns

TRANSPORTATION, STOCKAGE AND SAFETY

STOCKAGE GENERAL INFORMATION

TRANSPORTATION

SAFETY

IMPORTANT NOTES

INFO

SAFE Marine Nanotechnologies

Via Gita Franco 43, 03017 Morolo (FR)

Tel - Fax: +39 0775 768848 - 229978

www.safenanotech.com

Eco Flow CLASSIC must be kept in closed cans and drums during transportation.

GENERAL: Always read the technical and safety advices reported on lables. Obtain further safety and

technical advice from our technical support. 

DISPOSAL: Do not despose the empty cans or residues of paint in the environment; use adequate disposal

containers. It is prefered to dispose the paint residues when are in solid state. Residues of Eco Flow

CLASSIC cannot be desposed as normal waste but only as special dangerous waste. The disposal must be

done following the local regulations about dangerous waste. Consult local authorities for advice.

The information contained in this TDS must not considered exhaustive. Any use without written and certified

advice from SAFE marine technical support does it at his own risck and danger. In this case SAFE Marine

does not take any responsability for the coating performance and any damage deriving from such uncorrect

use of the product apart when it is proven that the damages are due to our negligence. The information

contained in this sheet could be subject to modification due to our improved experience and to our polithics

of product developmenmt.  

Evaporation of the solvents may be fast. Do not overcoat before hardening of the first coat.

Do not expose to heat sources and under the sun. For best preservation of Eco Flow CLASSIC be sure that

when stocked the cans are well closed and the temperature is between 5°C/40°F and 35°C/95°F.


